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Christmas Soaps 

 

Unlike candle making, for example, the soap does not 

have to be dangerously hot to become liquid and 

processable. Therefore, soap casting is also suitable for 

children from 4 years. 

 

You need ... 

 Glycerine soap (soap base), clear and/or white - available as a block in the 

hobby store or on the Internet 

 soap color - available in drugstores, hobby stores or on the Internet 

 soap scents or essential oils 

 a microwaveable container for melting the soap 

 pouring moulds for soaps - are available in plastic or silicone, but also 

various small containers from the household are suitable, e.g. muffin moulds 

made of silicone, ice cube containers, empty small yoghurt or pudding cups 

...  suitable are all small containers, which you can put down (to pour in the 

soap) and which are heat resistant 

 decorative elements: dried blossoms and leaves, dried fruits like orange or 

lime slices, spices like star anise and cinnamon sticks, glitter dust or glitter 

stars, old small coins or other "lucky charms" ... 

 wooden sticks for mixing 

With the children I proceeded as follows ...  

We look at all colors, scents and decorative 

elements together. 

Everyone chooses a shape (a mould), a color, a 

scent and possibly a decoration for his and her first 

soap. 

Only then I melt a small block of soap in the microwave (see instructions: melting 

temperature is 56° C) and fill everyone a little soap into the mould 

The children dribble a little (!) color and even less (!!) scent into the liquid soap, mix it 

carefully and decorate the soap if desired 

The mould is put aside and the soap cools down. 

Only when the soap is cold and solid can it be released from the mould. 
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Little tricks from our experience:  

 If you put drops of different colors into the 

soap and do not mix them, you will get nice 

color patterns. 

 If you put the decoration - for example 

flowers - first into the form, it will be "on 

top" of the soap later. 

 Soaps can also be poured in layers. 

Therefore, let the first layer cool down until 

it is hard from the top and then fill in the 

next layer. Be careful that no scent chaos is 

created! 

 Both clear and white soap are also "pure" 

beautiful with a great scent and creative 

decoration. 
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For the witch house you need: 

    1 x each front and back side 

    2 x rectangular walls (narrow rectangles in landscape format) 

    2 x roof 

    1 x large base plate 

    if necessary 1 x small door 

 

Tip: Draw the individual pieces on baking paper, cut them out and stick them on 

cardboard. 

 

Then place the homemade templates on the dough and cut out the individual pieces. 

Then they are placed on a baking tray covered with baking paper and coated with milk. 

Bake in the preheated oven at 170 °C circulating air for about 12-15 minutes on the 

middle shelf. 

Making a witch's house from gingerbread 

In the last step you finally make the crunchy little house. Mix powdered sugar and a little 

lemon juice into a viscous icing and brush the edges of the gingerbread pieces to stick 

them together. 

Now the icing can be filled into a piping bag to decorate the house or the front garden 

with it. It also serves as glue to fix the sweets on the witch's house. 

How about a fence of liquorice or mini pretzels? Also colorful chocolate lentils, sugar 

pearls, liquorice snails and fruit gums are excellent for decorating. 

Then let the icing dry completely and carefully slide the gingerbread crispy house onto a 

Christmas plate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.heimwerker.de/lebkuchenhaus-backen/ 
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